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Abstract
was solved with triclinic space
The crystal structure of okenite, CaroSirsO+o'l8H2O,
g r o u p P la : 9 . 6 9 , b : 7 . 2 8 , c = 2 2 . 0 2 4 , a : 9 2 . 7 " , F : l f i ) . 1 ' , 7 : l l 0 . g " . T h e s t r u c t u r e i s
composed of the following structural units: (a) tetrahedral sheets S, with composition
(Si6Ot5)-6,characterizedby five- and eight-memberedrings of silicate tetrahedra,with five
tetrahedrapointing in one direction and one tetrahedronpointing in the other direction; (b)
three-repeatdouble chains C, with composition (SioOro)-8and characterizedby four- and
six-memberedrings, made up by pairing two wollastonite chains, which point in opposite
directions; (c) octahedral double chains O, formed by two strands of octahedra. These
structural units are connected by corner sharing to give the complex layer SOCOS, with
compositiontCaa(SieOre)(SioOrs)z(HzO)el-4.
Suchcomplexlayersalternatein the structure
with sheets[Caz(HzO)q.3H2O]+4.
Weak supercellreflectionsrevealeda larger unit cell with
doubled a and,b parametersin the unconventional spacegroup Cl.

Introduction

ized as okenite on the basis of its chemical composition
and optical properties, and demonstrated that it was in
Okenite, a hydrated calcium silicate, has long been of
fact
a new species for which they proposed the name
interest to a large number of mineralogists and crystal
nekoite.
Crystal structures for both minerals were hychemists: its consistent associationwith gyrolite and
zeolites in basalts seemed indicative of some structural pothesizedby Mamedovand Belov (1958)on the basisof
the chemical composition and unit cell dimensions. The
relations among them. Of particular interest is the role of
water moleculesin the structure of okenite, the definition crystal structure of nekoite was recently solved by Alof which could lead to an understandingof the dehydra- berti and Galli (1980) who showed that it was in many
tion mechanismwhich, according to Heller's X-ray stud- respectsdifferent from the structural model of Mamedov
ies (Gard and Taylor, 1956),leads topotactically to the and Belov (1958).
The present work was undertaken to determine the
formation of wollastonite.
Okenite was first described from Disko Island (Green- crystal structure of okenite in order to further our underland) and was subsequentlyfound in various other local- standingof the crystal chemistry of the hydrated calcium
silicates.
ities, such as Crestmore (California), Scawt Hill (Northern Ireland), Bordri (Farcier Islands), Bombay (India),
Experimental
usuallyin basalts.The most comprehensiveaccountof its
crystallographicproperties was given by Gard and Taylor
A specimenof okenite from Kolhapur District, Mahar(1956) who studied a specimen from Bombay, India, astra State, India, donated by Prof. E. Passaglia,was
consisting of fibrous aggregates.These authors studied used in this study. Careful examination of a large number
okenite by electron difraction, as single crystals of
of crystals from this specimenand testing by preliminary
sufficient size for X-ray difraction were not available. Weissenberg photographs resulted in the selection of
The results indicated that the crystals were triclinic with a
crystals of sufrcient quality for intensity measurement.
: 9.84,b = 7.20,c = 2l33A,a = 90.0'. : 103.9",y :
By means of Weissenberg and precession photographs
F
111.5'. The fiber direction was [010], with repeated the lattice parameters were determined on a small fraglamellartwinning acrossthe cleavageplane{001}.On the ment cut from a long lath-shaped crystal. The same
basis of the cell volume and a chemical analysis by
crystal fragment was used to collect intensity data with a
Christie (1925),Gard and Taylor (1956)proposedthat the Philips PW 1100 single crystal difractometer, after obcell contentsare CaeSi1sO63H36,
or Cag(Si6Ors)r.lEHzO. taining refined lattice parametersby least squaresfitting
Gard and Taylor (1956) also studied a mineral from
o f 2 0 m e d i u mr a n g e0 v a l u e s a
: :9.69(l), b:7.28(l),
Crestmore, California, which was previously character- c : 22.02(4)4,a = 92.7(2)",F = 100.1(3)',
y : 110.9(l)".
0003-(M>083/0506-0614$02.00
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Diffraction intensities were measuredwith the ot-20scan
technique using graphite-monochromatizedMoKa radiation. The scanrate was 0.(Xolsecand the scanwidth 1.4'.
A total of 780 independentreflectionswith I = 2o(I) were
measured in the range 3o = e - 20o. The number and
range of reflections is limited relative to normal conditions becauseof the poor quality of the crystals. However
all of the important features of the structure and the main
crystal-chemicalfeatures of okenite could be defined.
The data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
factors. No absorption correction was applied, due to the
small dimensions of the crystal and the relatively low
-r).
value of the absorptioncoefficient( | 4. l cm
Structure determination
Various attempts to solve the structure by direct methods were unsuccessful. The solution was obtained by
interpretation of the Patterson function, which indicated
the positions of four independent calcium cations in a
centrosymmetric cell. The model was then built up step
by step, by careful scrutiny of successiveelectron density
synthesesin the light of crystal chemical reasoning:first,
oxygen atoms were introduced to build a double octahedral chain; a double tetrahedral chain connecting two
symmetrically related octahedral chains was then identified in a Fourier map; finally, two symmetrically related
tetrahedral layers were recognized in the maps. Four
calcium, nine silicon and twenty-six oxygen atoms were
located by this stage.
One calcium cation and several water molecules were
still missing, relative to the unit cell content suggestedby
Gard and Taylor (1956). A diference Fourier synthesis
showedtwo prominent maxima which appearedto correspond, on the basis of their heights, to two sites (Ca5 and
Ca6) with half occupancies.Successivedifference Fourier synthesesshowed ten further maxima which, on the
basis of their heights and positions around Ca5 and Ca6
sites, were taken as water molecules,Wl to Wl0, with
full or half occupancies.
In the stage just described cycles of least squares
refinement were alternated with electron density and
difference syntheses.When the solution of the structure
was completed, a few final cycles were carried out.
Individual isotropic temperaturefactors were included in
the refined parameters.Unit weights and atomic scattering factors (Cromer and Mann, 1968)for neutral atoms
were used throughout. The conventional R-value was
o.12.
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linked to calcium cations; half occupancies were found
for the other water molecules; (c) these water molecules
may be divided into two groups, one with reasonable
bond distancesto Ca5 and very long or impossibly short
distancesto Ca6: another with reasonablebond distances
to Ca6 and long or impossibly short distancesto Ca5; (d)
water molecules in the first group present impossible
distances to water molecules in the second group: the
relative occupanciesare thus mutually exclusive.
The fact that the two Ca-H2O polyhedra occur with
equal frequencies implies that there may be an ordering
mechanism controlling their distribution. Therefore evidence of possible ordering was carefully searchedfor.
A doubling of the b parameter was found on long
exposure b axis rotation photographs. Careful examination of Weissenbergphotographs then indicated that the
true cell is triclinic with parametersd : 9.81,b : 14.56,c
: 22.024,a: 87.3',F = 106.0"and 7 = 112.8",which
can be derivedfrom those ofthe subcellby meansofthe
transformation matrix [10/020/001]. In order to maintain
the same orientation of the subcell, an equivalent C
centered cell may be chosen, with doubled a and b
parametersrelative to the subcell parameters. The unit
cell data for okenite are given in Table 1, where they are
compared with those of the related mineral nekoite.
The supercellreflections, namely those with h, k : 2n
* I relative to the C centered cell (henceforth odd
reflections), are extremely weak and somewhatdiffuse in
the c direction. In order to measure the intensities of a
sufficient number of odd reflections a larger crystal was
chosen,a lath shapedcrystal 0.55 mm long (D direction)
and 0.25 mm wide, approximately 0.005 mm thick. The
seconddata set was measuredwith the same techniques
used for the preceding measurementsand using the same
0 range 3-20"; however up to three scanswere made for
reflections in the range 3" = 0 = 12", to improve accuracies ofweak reflections. After correcting for Lorentz and
polarization factors, the reflections with h, k : 2n,
namely the subcell reflections (henceforth even reflections), were mergedwith those collected in the preceding
data set. Two more refinement cycles of the "average"
structure were carried out: the final R value for a total of
1808even reflectionswith Fe6"> 6
was 0.138.
"(F"uJ
Table 1. Unit cell data of okenite and nekoite

0KENITEsubcell

P1

a.

9.5S(1)

o = 92,7(2)0

Ordering and supercell reflections
The following observations were made upon completion of the processdescribedin the preceding paragraph:
(a) the occupancies of the calcium sites Ca5 and Ca6,
nearly l.lA apart, are mutually exclusive; (b) full occupancy was found for Wl, which presentsreasonablebond
distances to both calcium sites. and W8. which is not

truscell

Cl

P 1

a.19,38(2)

b.

s - 97.7(210

9.

6.

s.81(1)

o - 8 7, s Q ) o
NEKoITE

P1

b'E
p

b-

7,28{1)

" 100,1(3)o
14,s6(2)

c .
y.

o'22.Oz

100.1(3)o y.

b.'14,56(21

c -

9 " 10s.0(3)o

y -

S.7S3(5) cE

9'103.50(5)o y "

7.339(5) 6.
s6.53(3)o

22.02,J.1 \
110.s('1)o

4)R

110.g(1lo
2 2 . o 2 l a lR
112.El1lo
7,sss(3)R

o ='11'1.77.7)0
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Table 2. Final atomic paxiametersin the subcell

Atom in th€ oct6hedr6l
Atom

ch61n, t6tr6h€c,r€I

x

chsln and tstaah€dr61

z

y

shEet.

etRzl

C61
Ca2
C63
C64

- 0 . 0 2 8 ( 1)
- 0 . 3 7 5 ( 1)
- 0 , 3 6 3 (1)
-0.019t1)

0 . 5 0 9( 2 )
o.s77l2l
1. O 7 4 ( 2 1
1.0,14(2)

sl.1
s12
st3
s14
s15

-o.147(2t
-O,'t47
(2)
-0.400t21
-0.266(2)
-0,27612)

o.142(2)
o.715(2)
0.299(2t
o.422t21
0 . 8 3 6( 2 )

o.o24'l(7t
0,0232(8)
-0.0088t7)
o.2617(7t
0.2663(7)

1,0(3)
1.3(4)
1,1(3)
1,9(3)
1.0(3)

s16
si7
s18
stg

0,176ts)
0.053(3)
0.024(2)
0 . 4 8 1t 2 l

0 . 8 4 6 (2 )
o.412(2)
1.067t21
r.016(21

0.2926(7)
0.2990(7)
0.3654(7)
0,2560(7)

0,8(3)
0.5(3)
0.7(3)
0,7(3)

0.993(s)
0 , 7 14 ( 5 )
0 , 6 3 2 (5)
0.800(s]
0 . ' 1 8 66t)

0.190(2)
0.0s8(27
o.12gt2l
o.228t2t
0.096(2)

0.5(6)
0,9(7)
1.6(7)
2.2t9)
2.0(9)

o.231t2)
0 . 1 s 7t 2 )
o.'t32(2t
0.061(11
-0.065(2)

2.2(9'
0 . s (7 )
1.7t8)
o.4t7t
0.s(7)

0't

04

-0.264 (4)
-0.134(4)
0,206(4)
0,065(4)
- 0 . 1 3 1( 5 )

0,1553(5)
0,1238(5)
0.1248(5)
0.171S(5)

0.9(2)
O.7(2\
0,8(2)
O,7(21

0 , 4 5 9( 4 )

o11
o12
013
014
015

0.418(5)
0.429(s)
0.002(3)
-0,160t3)
0,289(3)

0 . 4 7 S( 6 )
0.s76(6)
0.285(5)
0 , 9 17 ( 4)
0 . 8 2 1( s )

0.17A12)
0 , 1 8 3( 2 )
0,000(2)
-0.001(1)
0,014(2)

2,6(S)
1 , 9( S)
2,2(8)
0.1(6)
2.5(81

016
o't7
018
019
o20

0 , 3 0 . (14 )
-0.2s3(4)
-0.104(3)
0.608(4)
0.567t4)

0 . 4 5 9( s )
0.626(s)
0 . 4 3 5( 5 )
0 . 2 3 55( )
0.E66(5)

o . D 1 7t 2 l
o.280t2)
0.305(1)
0.284(21
0.279(2t

0 . 4( 6 )
1.4(7J
1.2(71
0.7(71
I .3(7)

D21
o22
o23
o24
o25
026

-0,144(4)
0,002(4)
0.101(4)
0.123t4)
0..182(4)
0.347(4)

0 , 9 s 2( 5 )
1.042(5)
o,2s7(51
0 . 9 4 9( 5 )
0 . 6 4 4( s )
0 . 9 8 3( 5 )

0.318(2)
0 . 4 3 7( 2 t
0.354(2)
0.348(2)
0 , 3 18 (2 )
0 . 2 9 1( 2 t

0,9(71
1, S ( 8 )
0.6(6)
0.7(6)
0 . 6 (6 )
0 . 8( 7 )

0.037t41
-0,265 (4)
0 , 1 9 4( 4 )
-0,43S(4)

Atoms 1n th€ calclh-water
Aton

L6b
t,,'l
t12

x

0.133(3)
-0,19S(3)
0.265(6)
-0.067(18)

l,ll3
t{4

0.286(13)
-0.362(.r2)

w5
t6

-0.289(19)

u7
w6
tt,9
td.t 0

0.378t16)
-0.098(20)
-0.535(10)
0.420(21'
o.471(10)

l€yer
y

z

0.949(4)
0,802(8)
O.s74(22)
O.76A117'
0,806(1sl

0.4ss(1
)
0 . 4 7 9 ( )1
0 . s 0 8( 3 )
o.442(71
0,448t5)
0.495(5t

0.613(24)
O.S27l22l
0.34s(25)
0,285(13)
O.755(271
0.618(12)

0.506t7)
O,474t7)
0.sso(8)
0.3SS(4)
0.409(9)
0.373(4)

0.896(4)

occupancy

at82:
1.8(s)

1.0

The odd reflections were subsequentlyused to select
and test the correct ordering scheme (see section on
"water-{alcium layer"). In the following sections the
structure of okenite is describedand discussedrelative to
the translationsa and b of the subcell, which are valid for
the whole structure, apart from the calcium-water layer
which will be discussedlater relative to the true periodicities of the C centered cell.
Description and discussion of the structure

0.323t6)
0.666(s)
1,100(5)
0 , 2 9 1( 5 )
0.226(51

07
o8
0s
010
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2.S(6)
6 . 4( 1 4 )
5,4(421
5.2(261
8.0(25)
14.8(45)
1 3 . 4( 3 9 )
1 4 . S ( 5 , 1I
13.3127)
4,2(551

Table 2 gives the final atomic parametersrelative to the
subcell and the isotropic thermal parameters, as well as
the occupancyfactors for the atoms in the calcium-water
layer. Observed and calculated structure factors for the
subcell reflections are listed in Table 3.1
I To obtain a
copy of Table 3, order Document AM-83-219
from the Business Ofrce, Mineralogical Society of America,
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 2fi)09. please
remit $1.00in advancefor the microfiche.

The structure of okenite displays some novel components, which deserve separate discussion after a brief
description of the whole structure, which is composedof
the following structural units: (a) a double three-repeat
chain C, with composition (SioOre)-8and characterized
by four- and six-memberedrings (Fig. l); (b) tetrahedral
sheets S, with composition (SioOrs)-6,characterized by
five- and eight-memberedrings (Fig. 2); (c) octahedral
double chains O, formed by two strands of octahedra.
These structural units are connectedby corner sharing,
as illustrated in Figures I and 2, resulting in a complex
layer. It can be describedby the symbol SOCOSin terms
ofthe symbolsused for the separatecomponents,and has
composition [Cae(SieOrd(Si6Or5)2(H2O)6,]-4.
Such complex layers alternatein the structure with sheetsoccupied
by calciumcationsand water molecules[Ca2(H2O)12]+4.
Octahedral chain
The octahedral ribbon can be described as formed by
two strands of edge-sharingoctahedra. Such an arangement of octahedra is very different from that hypothesized by Mamedov and Belov (1958),who proposed a
continuous sheet of octahedra with a vacant site every
fourth octahedron. It also differs from that found by
Alberti and Galli (1980)in the crystal structure of nekoite;
in fact, in their ribbon one strand is characterized by
alternate full and empty octahedral positions. In okenite
the octahedralribbon is sandwichedbetween the tetrahedral sheet, through the sharingoffive oxygen atoms, and
the tetrahedral chains. One chain shares three apical
oxygen atoms, whereas another shares a lateral oxygen
atom, namely Ol0 (Fig. l); thus three, out of the twelve
independent oxygen atoms which coordinate the four
calcium cations in the ribbon, are not shared with silicon
and correspondto water molecules.One of them (Oll) is
located on the side of the tetrahedral sheet, two (O3 and
08) are located on the side of the tetrahedral chains.
The bond distancesin the octahedraare given in Table
4: they are quite regular, varying within the ranges2.322.4|A, z.z4-2.48l, 2.i0-2.52L.2.zi-2.46l for the CaI.
Ca2, Ca3 and Ca4 octahedra respectively.
Three-repeat double chain
Silicate chains were classifiedby Liebau (1972)according to their multiplicity (the number of sharedchains) and
their periodicity (the number of tetrahedra in the identity
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Fig. 1. Projection along c* of the crystal structure of okenite included in a slab betweenz - -0.20 and z - 0.10. The figure shows
the connectionsbetweentetrahedralchains and octahedralribbons; on the right side one half of the tetrahedraldouble chain and one
ha|f of the octahedral ribbon are drawn to show their connection to adjacent chains. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by the dashed
lines.

'o3

b

Fig. 2. Projection along c* of the crystal structure of okenite included in a slab betweenz - 0. l0 and z - 0.44.The figure showsthe
connectionbetweenthe tetrahedralsheetand the octahedralribbons. 02, 05 and 09 indicate the positionsof the common cornersof
the octahedral ribbon and the underlying double chain (Fig. l). Hydrogen bonds are indicated by the dashedlines.
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period ofthe chain). In his classificationthe silicate chain
of okenite may be defined as a three-repeatdouble chain
(Dreier-Doppelkette): it is made up by pairing two wollastoniteJike chains which have tetrahedral vertices that
point in opposite directions. There are diferent ways of
pairing two wollastonite chains. In one case a wollastonite-like chain is doubled by a symmetry plane passing
through the apical oxygen atoms: thus each tetrahedron
in a chain sharesan oxygen atom with a tetrahedronin the
other chain, giving rise to the ribbon with four-membered
rings which is found in the structure of epididymite
(Robinson and Fang, 1970).In another case two wollastonite-like chains may be paired by sharing one oxygen
every third tetrahedron, giving rise to the ribbon, characterized by eight-memberedrings, which was found in the
structure of xonotlite (Mamedov and Belov, 1956).Finally, two wollastonite-like chains may be paired by sharing
two out ofthree tetrahedrain eachchain: the three-repeat

Table4. Si-OandCa-Obondlengths,in A, in thecomplexlayer
S11 tetrahedron

S12 tEtrahedrcn

St3 tetrohedron

st1-05

st2-o2

s13-09

1.58t51

1.63(4)

r.64t3)

-otgrr

1.58(3)

-otorrr

1,59(4)

-ot+r

i.63(3)

-014

-otsrr

1.62(3)

-otrrr

,.oo(a)

-ororr

1.65(3)
'r.64(4)

-orerr

1.?'tt4r

Non

1.61

mean

1,63

Dean

1.64

st4-01

1.59(4)

S15 tet16hedron

516 t€tr6h6dmn

sr5-07

s16-04

1.60(4)

1.56t4)

-o17

1.64(41

-o't7

1.54(4)

-o24

1.65(4)

-016

1.66(4)

-ozorrr

1.62(4)

-o2_<

-oz1

L60(4)

-026

1.42t4)
'1.62(41

nean

1.60

mg6n

1 .61

-otrrrr r.og(ql
recn

1.63

517 tetroh.drcn
st7-06

516 t€trahedron

1 . 5 7( 4 '

Slg tetrBhedrcn

-01E

1.62(4)

-o22

1.64(4)

-otgw

1,58(5)
'r.64(4)

-023

1,60(4)

-o23

1.63(3)

-020

1,64(4)

-o25

1.68(3)

-o24

1.5714'

-o2a

1,57(4'

m€6n

1.62

mo6n

1.62

nsan

1.61

C61 oct6h€dmn
Cll-01

2.41141

s18-021

1.65(4)

s19-012

C62 oct6h6dron

C63 octahsdrcn

C62-01

ca3-o1rV

2 , 3 9t 4 )

2.44t4)

-o2

2.39(4)

-o2

2-,36(3)

-osil

2.4s(4)

-03

2.32t3'

-o7

2.48(41

-o7

2.52t41

-04

2.36(4)

-09

2,27(3J

-ogrv

2.30(3)

-05

2.41t4'

-otorr

2.24t4,

-otorr

2.30(4)

-06

2.33Q)

-ortrrr

2.4'r(s)

-otzrrr

2.:.4ll,

msln

2,37

m66n

2.36

mean

2,4O

Ce4 octahedron
Slnmtry
code
I
ot@ at
II
atm at
6tm 6t
III
W
6tm at

-1+y
-1 +x

l-y
yz
1+y

z
-z
z

Ca4-02
-04
-05
-06
-07
-08
ne6n

double chain ofokenite is thus created: it is characterized
by alternating four- and six-membered rings. The two
shared single chains are related by centers of symmetry
and their apical oxygen atoms are pointed in opposite
directions, bonding them to two symmetry related octahedral ribbons.
It seems useful to recall that two series were recognized by Tak6uchi (1976) in pyroxenoid minerals. The
two pyroxenoid series, w-p andp-p according to Tak6uchi (1976),present quite different tetrahedral--octahedral
stacking: the tetrahedral triplets, namely the C-shaped
clusters of three tetrahedra, occur on the same octahedron in the w-p series, whereas they occur on a tetrahedral void inthe p-p series; as a consequencethe tetrahedral-octahedrallinkage at the basaloxygens oftetrahedra
is opposite in the two series, antiparallel in p-p series if
the relationship in the u-p series is defined as parallel.
The connection between tetrahedral and octahedral ribbons in okenite is quite similar to that found in the p-p
seriesof pyroxenoids. By repeatedapplication of such a
stacking mechanism, a double-chain silicate structure
with composition Ca4SidO6,4H2Ocould be obtained.
Tetrahedral sheet

1.65(4)

-013

S14 tetrahedron

OKENITE

2.44t3)
2.32t41
2.46t51
2 . 3 8( 4 )
2.40(41
2.27141

The tetrahedral sheet is formed by two independent
three-repeatchains (dreierketten) which link together to
form ribbons of five-membered rings. The ribbons are
jointed laterally with translationally-equivalentribbons to
make up eight-memberedrings (Fig. 2). The model proposed by Mamedov and Belov (1958)for the tetrahedral
sheetin okenite and nekoite. as well as the actual sheetof
nekoite (Alberti and Galli, 1980)are similarly characterized by five- and eight-memberedrings. However the
three sheetsare topologically distinct: in the hypothetical
sheetof Mamedovand Belov (1958),with point symmetry
2lm, the tetrahedra point in opposite directions in equal
numbers;in nekoite the sheet, with point symmetry rn,
has four tetrahedrawith vertices pointing in one direction
and two in the opposite direction; in okenite the sheet,
with point symmetry l, has five tetrahedra with vertices
pointing down and one with vertex pointing up.
The three sheets may be described as composed of
three-repeat chains, but whereas that hypothesized by
Mamedov and Belov (1958)is made of one kind of chain,
two different kinds of chain are present in those actually
found in nekoite and okenite.
The bond distances for the tetrahedra are given in
Table 4; the relatively high standard deviations prevent
any meaningful discussionof bond distancesand angles.
Complex layer SOCOS
The tetrahedral sheetsS, the octahedralribbons O and
the tetrahedral double chains C are linked by corner
sharingto give the complex layer SOCOS,with composi-4.
tion [Ca6(Si6Or6XSi6Or5)2(HzO)o]The crystal structure
of okenite thus not only possessesunique tetrahedral
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Table 5. Valence bond sumsfor the oxygen atoms in the complex
layer; values corrected for the hydrogen bond contributions are
given in parentheses

Catlons bondad
to the anlon

Bond valencs
9Un

01
02
o3
04
05

Ca1 Ca2 Ca3 S14
Ca1 Ca2 Ca4 S12

2,O4

06
07
0s

Ca1
caz
Ca4
Caz
Ca2

NQ

0'10
011
o't2
013
014

cal CE4 516
Cal Ca3 Ca4 S11

Caz
Ca3
sI1
si1
stl

Ca4 S17
CE3 Ca4 Sis
Ca3 S13
C63 Si3

Sig
S12
st2
s13

404

0.35 (0,10)
1,79
1.96
1,78
4

0a

0.36 (0.19l
1.73
'l ,87
0.31 (-0.07)
1.42 t1.87)
2.O4
1.92 (2.10)
2.06 t2.15)

016
017
018
019
o20

stz si3
s14 Sts
si4 si7
s14 Sig
qrq qtq

1.84 (1,92)
2.10
1.94
1.94
1.81

o21
o22
o23
o?4

s15 S18
Ca5 CaB S18
s17 S18
s16 S18
si6 s17
s16 Sig

1.94
1,72
2.O2
2.10
1,66
2.06

uza
uzo

chains and sheetsbut also has a remarkably new association of chains and sheets.
Tetrahedral structures were classifiedby Zoltai (1960)
into four major types, dependingon the extension of the
tetrahedral structures to infinity in zero-, one-, two- and
three-dimensions: isolated groups, chains and rings,
sheets,frameworks. To allow for the theoretical possibility of a crystal to be composed of two or more different
types of tetrahedral components, a fifth type was established by Zoltai (1960),mixed-types of tetrahedral structures. Okenite is so far the onlv known member in that
structural class.

differs greatly from 2.0, namely 1.42. Alist of all the short
distancesbetween oxygen atoms not bonded to the same
cation strongly indicated that the three water molecules
are engagedin a system ofhydrogen bonding, which also
involves Ol2 and links together adjacent octahedral ribbons. From that list the system of hydrogen bonding
which gives the best bond valence sums was deduced
(Fig. 3): in calculating hydrogen bond strengths, use was
made of the correlation between strength and length
establishedby Zachariasen(1963).The values given in
parenthesesin Table 5 are the bond valencesumscorrected for the hydrogen bond contributions, which remove
the valence imbalancesfor oxygen anion Ol2 and water
molecules03, 08 and O11.
Water-calcium

The complex layers SOCOS alternate in the structure
with interlayer sheets occupied by calcium cations and
water molecules. Whereas the complex layer was described above relative to the a and b translations of the
subcell. the whole structure must be referred to a triclinic
C centered cell with doubled a and b parameters(Table
l): such doubling is dependenton the ordering ofcalcium
cations and water molecules in the interlayer sheet, as
was previously suggestedon the basis of the refinement
with subcell reflections. Two distinct ordering schemes
may be postulated: (l) pairs ofedge-sharing Ca5 polyhedra alternate on symmetry centers with pairs of edge
sharing Ca6 polyhedra; (2) edge sharing Ca5 and Ca6
polyhedra alternate with symmetry-related edge-sharing
Ca6 and Ca5 polyhedra. Both ordering schemes were
testedusing the reflectionswith ft, k = 2n + l, namely the
superstructurereflections, with Fou"> 6 o (F"u.) (only 57
reflections). The test was made by comparing the ob-

Valence balance and hydrogen bonding in the
complex layer
The balanceof the bond valenceswas computed for all
the oxygen atoms in the complex layer. The calculations
were made according to the method proposedby Donnay
and Allmann (1970): O22 was assumedto be bonded to
two distinct inversion pairs of Ca5 and Ca6 cations, each
having halfoccupancy. The results are reported in Table
5. They confirm that 03, 08 and Ol I are water molecules
and show that, amongthe oxygen atoms ofthe tetrahedral
sheet,only Ol2 receivesa sum of bond strengthswhich

layer

O11-4a2
/

z.+r

ob.'

1;,

o8
Fig. 3. The hydrogen bond system within the complex layer'
Hydrogen bonds are indicated by arrows which go from the
donor to the acceptor atom. 03 is engaged in a bifurcated
hydrogen bond wiih Ol5 and 016- Bond lengths, in A, are
indicaied near the cations; hydrogen bond distances, in A, are
indicated near the acceptor atoms or over the arrows.
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Table 7. Final positional coordinates in the C cell and thermal
parametersof the atoms in the interlaver sheer
B(A-)
Ca5
CaE
W1
w2
u,3
u4
t45

t.t8

ws
t,10
tr1t
1.,6t

0 . 0 6 6 ( 1l
0 . 4 0 . 1( 1 )
0.123(7)
- 0 , 0 3 2( 5 1
0 , ' 1 4 0 5( )
0 . 1 8 8( 4 )
0.358(5)
0 . 3 1 S( s )
0.4s5(5)
o.226(7)
0.284(s)
0,270(sJ
0.363(7)
0.263(71

o,446(21
o.47st2)
0.402(sl
o.285(7)
o,378t7)
0.558(5)
0 . 3 ' 1 3( 6 )

0 . 4 9 9 ( 1)
0.480( 1)
0.s76(6)
0.4ss(s)
o . 4 4 7t 4 )
0.506t41
0.506(4)

0 . 5 s 1( 6 )
0 . 6 6 1t 7 )
0 . 6 3 1( S )
o.373t7 |
0 . 6 s 1( 7 1

0 . 5 3 3( 4 l
0.556(5)
o,401(7)
0,406(s)
0.627(51
0 . 4 0 2( 6 )

0.5s9(s)
0.365(S)

0,590(7)

L7l4l
8.7(3S)
10.7 tzsJ
6.3(2s)
1 2 . ' l ( 1 7|
12.1(23)
1 1. S ( 2 1)
.t3,4(2s)
10,2t421
11.4t25t
2.O(251
3 . 8 t 3 9)
'12,8142)

served structure factors with those calculated using only
the atoms of the interlayer sheet for the two distinct
ordering schemes.The comparisonindicated that scheme
(l) is the correct one.
The coordinatesof the various atoms in the C cell were
obtained as follows: from each atom A of the complex
layer SOCOS at (x, y, z) in the subcell (Table 2), two
atoms, A at coordinates(x/2, y2, d and At at coordinates
(xlL + U2, ylL, z) in the C cell, were generated; the
coordinates of atoms in the interlayer sheet were introduced according to ordering scheme (l). Three refine_
ment cycles were carried out, using 2l0g even and 207
odd reflectionswith Fo6"= 2 o(F"uJ. In the course of the

tions. The final R value was 0.16. The relatively high
value ofR and the discrepanciesbetween calculated and
observed structure factors for some odd reflections are
easily explained if we recall that the structure factors of
odd reflections, while mainly dependenton atoms in the
interlayer sheet, are also related to deviations from strict
translational symmetry of the complex layer SOCOS.
However, a full refinement, including the atoms of the
complex layer, was prevented by the small number of
reflections, the inaccuraciesin intensity data due to the
poor quality of the crystals, and the high correlations
betweentranslationally pseudosymmetricatoms. The ob_
served and calculated structure factors for C cell reflec_
tions are listed in Table 62.
Table 7 gives the final positional and thermal parame_
ters of the atoms in the interlayer sheet in the C centered
cell: the pairs Wl, Wlr and W8, W8r are distinctatomsin
the true cell but their positions correspond to nearly
2 To obtain a
copy of Table 6, order Document AM-83-220
from the Business Office, Mineralogical Society of America,
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington,D.C. 20009.please
remit $1.00in advancefor the microfiche.

coincident sites in the subcell. The main structural features
of the interlayer sheet are illustrated in Figure 4 in
_
terms of calcium polyhedra. Two edge-sharingCa5 octahedra are located across a symmetry center, with two
symmetry-relatedO22
anionsat the commonedge.O22is
the apical oxygen atom in the Si8 tetrahedron. The
octahedralcoordination around Ca5 is completed by four
water moleculesWl, W2, W3 and W4. Similarly, two
edge-sharingCa6 polyhedra are located across an adjacent symmetry center, with two inversion-related O22t
anions defining the common edge. The polyhedron
around Ca6 is completed by the five water molecules
Wll, W5, W6, W7 and W9. Three other water molecules
W8, WSt and W10, not directly linked to calciumcations,
are engagedin a complex system of hydrogen bonds,
which involve all the water molecules in the sheet and
provide interconnection of the polyhedral pairs (Fig. 4).
The whole sheet is anchored to the complex layer, not
only through O22 and O22r anions, but also through
hydrogen bonding to oxygen anions of the tetrahedral
sheet.
Table 6 gives the bond lengths in the calcium polyhedra, W-.W distancesless than 3.lA and W-.O distances
less than 3.04.
Thermal behavior and crystal chemical
considerations
Okenite is the first example of a silicate having both
tetrahedral chains and sheets. A general view of the
structure, showing the interconnections of the various
building blocks, is given in Figure 5. The crystal chemical
formula which best summarizesthe result of the structure
analysisis
-4
+4
lCas(Si6Oro)(Sidor5)2(H2O)61
[Ca2(H2O)e.3H2O]
or, more compactly,Ca1sSi1sOa6.l8H2O.
In a recent paper Phadke and Kshirsagar (1980) presentedthree new analysesof okenite samplesfrom three
different localities in India, Bombay, Nasik and poona,
and compared them with the chemical analysesof Christie (1925)and by Sukheswalaet al. (1974'lfor okenite from
Bombay and Poona. The cell content which was derived
from theseanalyses,calculatedon the basis offorty-six
oxygenatoms, was Ca1eSi16O46.l9H2O
for four analyses,
whereas twenty water molecules were calculated from
the old analysis by Christie (1925) for okenite from
Bombay and the analysisby Sukheswalaet al. (1974)for
okenite from Nasik.
In the same paper Phadke and Kshirsagar (1980) described the dehydration and thermal decomposition of
okenite from all the three localities. In all the analyzed
samples the DTA and DTG patterns were similar and
contained three peaks, at lfi), 190,and 370'C. These can
be correlated with the three kinds of structural water in
okenite: the water molecules as W8, W8/ and WlO not
linked to cations, the water molecules around Ca5 and
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Fig. 4. Interlay sheetviewed along c*. Coordination polyhedra around Ca5 and Ca6 cations are drawn. Filled circles indicate water
moleculesnot linked to calcium cations. Dashed lines indicate W-W hydrogen bonds.

Ca6 in the interlayer sheet, and finally the water mole- octahedrain truscottite (Merlino, 1972)and eytolite (Merlino, in preparation)appearsto be the determiningfactor'
cules in the octahedral ribbons.
The detailed mechanismsof thermal transformation of
Phadkeand Kshirsagar(1980),on the basis ofthe sharp
exothermic peak in the DTA curves, maintained that the
conversion of anhydrous okenite to wollastonite and
+ 10 CaSiOr + 8 SiO, "begins
cristobalite (Ca1qSi1sOa6
at 855"C, with a maximum at 890'C and completion at
about 915'C". Gard and Taylor (1956)conclusivelydemonstrated, by means of electron diffraction studies, that
the conversion is a topotactic reaction, "in which the
okenite D-direction becomesthe wollastonite b-direction
and the okenite (001) plane becomes, at least approximately, the wollastonite (001)", assumingfor wollastonite the conventionalsettingwith a : 7.94, b : 7.32, c :
7.07L, a: 90"2', P: 9522',7 : 103'20'.The topotactic
character of the transformation is quite in keeping with
the present structural results; not only are octahedral
ribbons and three-repeatchains present in both okenite
and wollastonite. but their relative orientation is similar in
both structures. The transformation therefore does not
require a full rearrangementof the strusture but could
proceed through a separation of the three-repeat chains
and a readjustment of large, nearly intact structural
blocks.
It seems worthwhile to recall that while okenite and
nekoite, as well as xonotlite and foshagite, transform to
wollastonite on heating, truscottite and gyrolite transform
\
brvt
to pseudowollastonite.The presence of octahedral ribFig. 5. Crystal structure ofokenite as viewed along b
bons in the first group and ofcontinuous layers ofcalcium
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Table 8. Bond lengthsand hydrogen bond distances,in A, in the
interlayersheet.W-.W and W-.O distances,less than 3.1 A and
3.0 A respectively, are reported

OKENITE

faults in the mineral and to define possiblepolytypic
varieties.
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okenite deservefurther study; X-ray difraction and electron microscopy studies are necessaryon the tranformation products at all stages of dehydration. For these
phasesreasonablestructural models could be postulated
on the basis of the structure of okenite. In this context it
is proper to observe that various crystals ofokenite from
Bombay showedthe presenceof a secondphase,which
has the samed and b parametersof okenite, but a shorter
c parameter (:20.5A). It gives elongated reflections,
besides the sharp reflections of okenite, in Weissenberg
photographsobtained with , as rotation axis. This phase
is at present under investigation in order to determine its
precise relation to okenite and its dehydration products.
Another interesting field of study is related to the
pseudosymmetry and possible polytypism in okenite.
Various kinds of stacking faults could occur in okenite:
inversion in the ordering sequenceofcalcium polyhedral
pairs could occur in the interlayer sheet;alternatively, the
tetrahedral sheetsand chains could be displacedbecause
of the strong pseudotranslation,3.644, of the octahedral
ribbon. Electron microscopy studies €ue necessary in
order to determine the existence of possible stacking
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